For all devices containing an engine or battery: Completely drain all fuel from engine power driven equipment. Drain equipment (motorcycle, moped, lawn mowers, boats, snowmobiles.). Run until engine stalls. Drain all oil and water. Allow the fuel tank and lines to remain open for 24 hours prior to pick up. Batteries with acid or alkali are prohibited from shipment. Only non-spillable gel-type batteries are authorized. Disconnect non-spillable gel-type batteries and tape the ends to prevent short circuit. The batteries may remain in the equipment holder, but ensure they remain upright when packed in the shipping container.

Note 1: Only those scuba diving tanks containing not more than 25 pounds per square inch at 70 degrees Fahrenheit may be shipped in personal property. Prior to shipment, the tank must have either: (1) An affixed tag or label certifying purging was serviced by a dive shop or licensed individual qualified to perform purging, or (2) Completely emptied and removed of regulated material termed combustible, corrosive, or flammable, with tank valve removed and replaced with a plug designed for this purpose.